
Achieve3000	updates	
	
Last	week	there	were	some	updates	to	the	Smarty	Ants	interface	and	reports.		Please	see	the	
attached	outlining	the	changes	you	will	now	see	when	you	log	into	the	program.		If	you	have	
any	questions	or	need	any	support,	please	contact	your	aligned	Achieve3000	consultant	or	
shelbycounty@achieve3000.com.		
	
	

	

Smarty Ants Product Back to Top 

Dashboard Redesigns 
The Smarty Ants team is excited to announce that we have redesigned three key pages in the Teacher, Site 
Coordinator, and District Admin dashboards – Overview, Reports, and Teacher’s Guide tabs.  

Overview 
In Summary 
Achieve3000 has streamlined the interface by consolidating the print columns into one, and removing the 
assessed/current column.  We have also moved the keys to the top of the page to make it easier for teachers 
to understand what they’re looking at without needing to scroll.   
 
If you removed the assessed/current column then how will partners know where their 
students assessed and where they are currently? 
We still provide this information.  It is now located in the Overall Lesson Progress column.  This column 
displays four key metrics related to lesson progress: 

1. Assessed lesson – the lesson they assessed into 
2. Current lesson – the lesson they are currently working on 
3. Expected lesson – based on their personal progress pace and their academic goal, the lesson they 

should be on if following the recommended time each week 
4. Lesson goal – based on their assessed lesson and their academic goal, the lesson they should 

complete to attain their academic goal. 
 

 
	
How do partners read the new meter in the Time Last Week Recommended column? 
This column has been simplified to show the exact time spent in the week compared to the time that was 
recommended to be played to stay on track for their academic goal.   
 



 

Has the color coding changed? 
No.  The color coding has remained the same.  Red = <80%, Yellow = 80-99%, Green = 100+%	
 
Report Page 
 
In Summary 
The Class, School, and District reports landing pages have been completely redesigned.  We now provided a 
categorized, streamlined view.  The reports have been renamed in the form of a question to be more consistent 
with ProBoost reports.  We have also added a brand new feature called Quick Links which will allow users to 
mark certain reports as favorites.	
 
What are report categories? 
Assessment and Progress Reports; Performance Reports; and Usage Reports	
 
Can you explain Quick Links? 
Sure!  Next to each report, there is an Add to Quick Links button.  If a partner determines that this a report they 
always use and they don’t want to have to find the right dropdown every time, they can click this button that will 
copy the report to the Quick Links section.  This section will remain expanded on every visit to the report page 
as long as there is a report there.  This way, it’s the first thing they see and they don’t have to search for it!  If at 
any time they no longer which to have that report in Quick Links they can simply click the Remove Quick Links 
button next to the report.	
 



 
 
How will I know which report is which with the new names? 
If you hover over each report title, the old title will appear.  There is also a correlation chart in the FAQ. 
 
Are the new report names also on the reports themselves? 
Yes.  We kept the old name and added the new name above it.  For example:	

 
 
What are the icons next to each report? 
All report Demo Videos or PDF Quick Reference Guides can easily be accessed at point of use simply by 
clicking the associated play or download button.	
 
Teacher’s Guide 
In Summary 
Much like the Reports page, the Teacher’s Guide page has been redesigned in the FORM of dropdowns with 
easy access to all resources.	
 
What are the categories? 
Interactive Lessons, Read Aloud Activities, Level Overviews/Parent Letters	
 



 
 
 
With these changes, partners have even greater insight, at a glance, into their students’ progress and usage 
along with easy access to reports and resources which will help them ensure the success of all of their 
students. 

Updated Standards 
Smarty Ants has updated the standards correlations so that the most recent state alignments are 
displayed.  We have also added Headstart alignments to the state/alignment dropdown.	

Our product and content teams also developed a brand-new alignment to PALS.  It is accessed by simply 
clicking the PALS button at the top of the report.   

These changes are all found in the Standards reports as well as on the Teacher’s Guide page when selecting 
interactive or read aloud activities. 

                                                             



 

All PLS and training materials have been updated to reflect these changes.   

	


